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Poly-drug use refers to the use of two or more substances at the one time or repeatedly. It is common among both recreational and regular drug users across the world. Poly-drug use is a great contributor to the global number of deaths related to drug overdose. In this case, the likelihood of drug overdose and its pertaining complications in an individual is higher especially when benzodiazepines or alcohol is consumed along with other drugs. According to the recent WHO report, there are 3 patterns of poly-drug use: (1) different substances are taken together to have a cumulative or complementary effect, which is commonly seen among (a) cannabis or cocaine users (the drug may be used in combination with alcohol), (b) heroin users (the drug might be used in combination with benzodiazepines, alcohol or other opioids), (c) cocaine users (the drug might be used in combination with other stimulants); (2) the use of a drug to mitigate the adverse effects of another drug (e.g., use of cocaine and heroin or other opioids); (3) a drug is gradually replacing by another drug due to changes in price or availability (e.g., ecstasy is substituted by mephedrone or other psychoactive substances). Opioids, alcohol, cannabis and cocaine are the most common substances implicated in poly-drug use in different parts of the world. The paradoxical or sometimes amplifying effects of drugs used concurrently make the treatment of the poly-drug use patients extremely challenging. It has been considered important to understand the patterns of poly-drug in different regions to prevent and modify the risk factors and to provide useful guidelines for physicians.
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The harmful use of alcohol inflicts great deal of social and economic losses on individuals and societies. Given the increase in world population and the predicted increase in alcohol consumption, the alcohol related burden of disease progressively catches higher ranks in the list of factors threatening humans’ life. It has been considered that the social and economic burden related to alcohol use may even increase further unless effective prevention policies and measures are implemented worldwide. According to the latest report on alcohol use and its inherent health consequences by World Health Organization (WHO), approximately 3.3 million deaths, or 5.9% of all global deaths, were attributable to alcohol consumption in 2012. The male: female ratio for deaths related to alcohol consumption was 1.9: 1 in 2012. Moreover, at the same time, 5.1% of the global burden of disease and injury, have been attributable to alcohol consumption. Among different WHO regions, the highest alcohol-attributable deaths and DALYs were reported in the European Region, while in the South-east Asian and Western Pacific Regions, an increasing trend in alcohol consumption is observable.
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